South County Educational Regional Center (SCREC)
800 National City Blvd.
National City, CA 91950
Main Phone Number: (619) 470-5200

DIRECTIONS:

From the North: Take I-5 South to the 8th St. Exit in National City. Keep bearing to the Right onto 8th St. going East. Continue to Roosevelt St. Turn Right. At 9th St. turn Left into the National City Education Village Parking Structure. Inside the structure, turn left and follow the signs for SDCOE EMPLOYEE AND VISITOR PARKING ON THE TOP LEVEL. Go through the Parking Gates and Park anywhere on the TOP LEVEL.

From the South: Take I-5 North to the Harbor Dr. Civic Center Dr. off ramp. Follow Harbor Drive to 8th St. Turn Right going East. Continue to Roosevelt St. Turn Right.

At 9th St. turn Left into the National City Education Village Parking Structure. Inside the Structure, turn left and follow the signs for SDCOE EMPLOYEE AND VISITOR PARKING ON THE TOP LEVEL. Go through the Parking Gates and Park anywhere on the TOP LEVEL.

From the East: From 805 take the Plaza Blvd. off ramp and go west. Continue to Roosevelt St. Turn Right. At 9th St. turn Right into the National City Education Village Parking Structure. Inside the Structure, turn left and follow the signs for SDCOE EMPLOYEE AND VISITOR PARKING ON THE TOP LEVEL. Go through the Parking Gates and Park anywhere on the TOP LEVEL.

PARKING: (There is a 7-foot height restriction)
Free Parking is available in the National City Education Village Parking Structure. The Entrance is located at the corner of 9th St. and Roosevelt St. Inside the Structure, turn left and follow the signs for SDCOE EMPLOYEE AND VISITOR PARKING ON THE TOP LEVEL. Go through the Parking Gates and Park anywhere on the TOP LEVEL.

From the TOP LEVEL use the stairwells or the elevator to the 1st Level. Enter the South County Regional Education Center on your left using the front entrance.

Escort Services to one’s vehicle in the Parking Structure are available.

Additional Public Parking is also available at the south end of the complex off Plaza Blvd. as well as on-street parking.

ELEVATOR:
There is one elevator, which services both the first and second floor.